Electricity Crisis in Spain. Is there anything Good from it?
During the last few months electricity prices in the Spanish spot market (day-ahead and intra-day market) has skyrocketed, moreover since last May when it has gone from 67 €/MWh up to 106 €/MWh in August. In September daily prices have been setting new record after new record, [...]

Increase in Energy Price and the Implication of Renewable Energy
In recent months demand for electricity in the Portuguese market has increased due to high temperatures and renewable electricity, mainly generated from wind and solar energy, which has not been sufficient to meet consumption levels. To meet demand, gas was needed to [...]

International Community towards Ambitious Goals
On 22 and 23 July, the G20 Ministerial meetings under the Italian Presidency were held in Naples with the aim of strengthening the partnership to solve the problems of climate change. The key topics of the two days discussion between ministers, diplomats and delegations of technicians included: [...]

Polish Companies (eagle) on the Green Path
PKN Orlen, a leading player on the fuels and energy markets, has issued a 7-year green bonds worth EUR 500 million. The proceeds will be used to finance or refinance the company’s green projects. The bonds, which have been assessed by the Climate Bonds Initiative and [...]

The Sustainable Energy Expert and the Public Discourse
As key actors of the climate transition, sustainable energy experts can all but avoid facing in their duty difficult situations linked to their role of propelling a major societal change. This hurdle stems from the evergreen polarisation of climate change discussion and the economic [...]

Quantitative Easing and green/brown Sector Bias
Why is a green monetary policy required? Green monetary policies are emerging in the aftermath of climate change. Other than altering the equilibrium of the environment, the scientific community suggests that climate change is a threat to financial stability because it affects the functioning of [...]
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